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Personalized Medicine Medicine is Where it’s At !!!!
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Historically, the effect of a treatment was evaluated by estimating
the treatment effect averaged over some population.

You could argue that for a policy-maker, this it the relevant
quantity.

In our present “data-science” world this seems lame.

If I am the patient, I don’t want to know the average treatment
effect, I want to know my treatment effect.

Of course, if you can estimate the treatment effect for an
individual, you can estimate the the population effect by averaging
the individual effects over the population.
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For example if you had a randomized experiment with:

I treatment (t = 1) and placebo (t = 0)

I and an x describing a patient

I y describing the outcome

then perhaps the most “natural” thing to do these days would be
to use random forests to see how y depends on (x , t).

Treatment effect for patient with x :

TE (x) = ŷ(x , 1)− ŷ(x , 0)

This is fantastic because Random Forests would figure out complex
interactions between a (fairly) high-dimensional x and t.

TE (x) could depend on x in interesting important ways.
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The data would simply look like:

(yi , xi , ti ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n

and we would have to assume that (Y (0),Y (1)) ⊥ T |x or, that
the regression is causal.
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This paper considers the very important problem where our
treatments and outcomes are observed over time:

The patient outcomes and characteristics are observed at one
irregularly spaced set of times.

The treatment given to a patient is observed at another irregularly
spaced set of times.

Lot’s of real data looks like this!!
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Patient outcomes and characteristics observed at irregular times:

I Y patient outcomes. X patient characteristics.

I i indexes patients.

I Ji number of times Y is observed for patient i .

I {ti1, ti2, . . . , tiJi}, times at which (X ,Y ) are observed for
patient i

I Yij : Y value observed for patient i at j th time, that is, at tij .

I Xij : X value observed for patient i at j th time, that is, at tij .

Treatments given at irregular times:

I A = d treatment choice d given, d ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,D}
I Li number of times A is observed for patient i .

I {τi1, τi2, . . . , τiLi}, times at which A is given to patient i .

I Ail = d : patient i got treatment d at time τil .
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it’s a little complicated !!!

Use:

I Extend causal assumptions to time series setting.

I parametrized curve for effect of A = d given t ago.
5 parameters, yet capable of capturing a rich variety for
treatment effects over time.

I add up treatment effects, for treatments give a various times.

I Gaussian process to get dependent errors in t time stamp and
τ time stamp. Dependence in errors related to how far apart
they are in time.

I additive linear effect for X .

I use DPM (Dirchlet process mixtures) to share information
across patients.
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Let’s drop i .

e.g.
(X ,Y ) times are {t1, t2, . . . , tJ}
See (Xj ,Yj) at time tj .

A times are {τ1, τ2, . . . , τL}
See Al at time τl .

Observe Yj at time tj .

Suppose treatment A = d was given at time τl < tj .

Then the treatment effect is

Yj ← gd(tj − τl)

gd(t): effect of getting treatment A = d , “t ago”.
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Parametrized response curves:
g(t;α1, α2, α3, γ, b)

Every treatment gets a different curve:
gd(t) = g(t;α1d , α2d , α3d , γd , bd)
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Have:

Treatment effect of A = d at time τl < tj :

Yj ← gd(tj − τl)

gd(t): effect of getting treatment A = d , “t ago”.

At time t, the past treatments are A<t ≡ {Al , l = τl < t}.

We just sum over all the past treatments

Yj ≈
∑

l :τl<tj

gAl
(tj − τl) ≡ f (tj ;A<tj )

sum effects of getting treatment d = Al at time τl which was
tj − τl ago.
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is the sum a little weird??

Somehow you would think think total amount of treatment should
matter.

I’m sure it works in practice since you can just lower the effects to
get the right total given the observed frequency of treatments.
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Yj ≈
∑

l :τl<tj

gAl
(tj − τl) ≡ f (tj ;A<tj )

Let’s replace with ≈ with an error term:

Yj | A<tj = f (tj ;A<tj ) + ε0j

where the ε0j are iid normal.

But, we might want additional dependence due to Y being
observed at close by times ({tj})

and

additional dependence due to treatment d being given a similar
time lags (tj − τl , τl < tj).
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Additional dependence due to Y being
observed at close by times ({tj}):

u(tj) is normal with mean 0 and Cov(u(tj), u(tj ′)) = σ2u ρ
|tj−tj′ |.

additional dependence due to treatment d being given a similar
time lags (t = tj − τl , τl < tj):

ε′d(t) is normal with mean 0 and Cov(ε′d(t), ε′d(t ′)) = σ2d ρ
|t−t′|
d .

ε(tj ;A<tj ) = ε0j +
∑

l ;τl<tj

ε′Al
(tj − τl)

Yj | A<tj = f (tj ;A<tj ) + ε(tj ;A<tj ) + u(tj)
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Note:

u(tj) is normal with mean 0 and Cov(u(tj), u(tj ′)) = σ2u ρ
|tj−tj′ |.

is pretty straightforward, you could just have

Yj | A<tj = u(tj)

and that would just smooth over time given the irregular spacing.

But the

ε′d(t) is normal with mean 0 and Cov(ε′d(t), ε′d(t ′)) = σ2d ρ
|t−t′|
d .

is a lot trickier since t = tj − τl !!!

Seems right!!, how did that work out ???
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what about X ??

Just add in a linear term.

Xj = (X0,X1(tj)) = (part that is constant over time, part that
varies over time)

b(Xj) = b(Xj , β) = XT
j β = XT

0 β0 + X1(tj)β1

Finally, putting all the terms together we have:

Yj | Xj ,A<tj = b(Xj) + u(tj) + f (tj ;A<tj ) + ε(tj ;A<tj )

which is a pretty complex, sophisticated model.
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But wait folks, there’s more,

we need to add i back in:

E.g for each i and each d we have a set of response curve
parameters: (α1, α2, α3, γ, b)

e.g. “α2id ”, for i th person, the α2 for the d th treatment curve.

The notation inevitably gets a little intense but it is a very nice
model.
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Then you model over i (over patients) by DPM to cluster patients
who look similar.

Lot’s of choice on how you break up the parameter space to do the
DPM!!

This is quite an achievment to code this up, no wonder 2 of the
authors are from computer science !!
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The model achieves what it set out to do:

I model irregular temporal structure in both (X ,Y ) and A
observations.

I fully Bayesian treatment, with cross patient shinkage, allowing
for uncertainty assessment.

Relative to the Random Forests approach in the simple data set
up, we have lost something .

The idea of “interaction” seems central to what’s exciting about
personalize medicine and tree based ensemble methods are
beautifully geared towards finding these.

On the other hand, time series + RF = ????.
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Yanxun has attacked the linear assumption with some nice work on
mixtures of polynomials.

For me, once I got used to trees, it has been hard to go back to
messing with things like polynomials (“don’t go to the ocean
Legolas”).

How good are polynomials at getting interactions, patient data can
be messy data such that xixj is not a good way to go.
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Use BART instead of RF

but Yanxun tackles a lot of good hard problems due to the time
series structure of observations !!!
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GREAT PAPER !!!

Lot’s of interesting problems!!!

Thanks !!!
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